
On one day of the year, the shared journey of an Orange County Catholic Community in Lake 
Forest, California, celebrates a symbiotic connection to their patron Saint James - Santiago de 
Compostela. In a miniature recreation of the famous Camino Walk in Spain, the local community 
embarks on the Lake Forest streets and trails, in a 4.1 mile journey from a distant place to their 
personal “shrine at Santiago de Compostela”. (Join the Camino - July 23rd at 7 a.m.) 

For many, a Camino may have a special and distinctly personal meaning. Whether you find a 
deep spiritual connections in nature, or experience personal meditative aspirations while on a 
shared journey, reflecting on a litany of suggested prayers and verses, a Camino offers it all!  

ALONG THE WAY 

How many times will I pass this WAY? 
Is this the road that leads me HOME? 

Along the Way I feel alone, the uneven path stirs up my fear. 
I doubt, I tremble, I fear I should turn back! 

Is that the sound of distant thunder, a strike’s echoing call?  
Or, Is that the sound of a Siren’s call, a deceptive urge to alter my tact? 

Along the WAY I feel alone; Who will lead me Home? 
I doubt, I tremble, but I can not turn back! 

Is it time to go back? I’ve come too far.  
My legs are weak, my will is shaken. 

Along the Way I feel alone, when will I feel His helpful hand? 
I doubt, I tremble, I will not turn back! 

I sense a growing swell within me, 
My gait quickens, my stride increases. 

Along the Way I’m not alone; Who guides me? 
Why did I doubt, why did I tremble?  

For, He is the Way!            
      (J. D. Owens) 
Camino de Santiago - 2016  (July 23rd - 7 a.m.)

For nearly a millennium, the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela, in Spain, has been the resting place 
for the remains of the Apostle Saint James. Since Medieval times, pilgrims have walked along the “Way of 
St. James”, traveling for months to arrive at Santiago de Compostela. 

In all of the United States there is only one Catholic parish church and community dedicated to the 
Apostle St. James, bearing the namesake of Santiago de Compostela. Here, in the Diocese of Orange, in 
Lake Forest, one community is blessed with the privilege of being called the “Parish of Santiago de 
Compostela”. To honor the Feast of St. James, celebrated annually on July 25th, the parish community 
has inaugurated a local pilgrimage along the “Way of St. James”. Last year (2015), the first “Camino”, a 
walk of 4.1 miles, more than 225 Santiago pilgrims participated. Each year, the hope is to expand the 
scope and increase the participation in the Camino.


